
1 Patrol received request for an incident and parties involved. Investigation revealed not handled by MPD 21-001V

2 Lexis Nexis - request for auto accident report information. Processed by patrol. 21-002V

3
Subject arrested on a Town of North East bench warrant and arraigned by Judge Johnson. Subject was released by the court but had 

a susequent warrant from State Police. Subject was transferred over to the State Police. 21-003T

4 Patrol investigated a car/deer accident and prepared the NYS DMV paperwork (MV-104). 21-004T

5
Patrol dispatched to a 911 call of a subject that fell down a flight of stairs. Subject was highly intoxicated and EMS requested patrol 

to follow them to Sharon Hospital as the subject was combative. 21-005T

6 Patrol received information of a reckless driver in the Village. (Speeding and traveling over center line) 21-006V

7 Patrol assisted DCSO on an animal complaint that MPD was involved in previosly. 21-007V

8
911 dispatched patrol to an EMS call of a subject claiming family neglect. Patrol contacted Adult Protective Services due to 

unhealthy/unsanitary living conditions.
21-008T

9 Patrol was dispatched by 911 to a suspicious male/possible stalking complaint. Subject not located. 21-009V

10 Patrol assisted DCSO with an open business door. Incident appeared to be an oversight - door left unsecure. 21-010V

11 Foil request processed by patrol. 21-011V

12

911 dispatched patrol for a fight in progress. The suspect left scene when 911 was called, but later located by patrol and arrested for 

Menacing 2nd degree, criminal mischief and harassment 2nd degree. The North East Court later prepared an order of protection 

which was delivered by patrol.
21-012V

13 911 dispatched patrol to a residence that dialed 911. Determined to be an accidental dial - no emergency. 21-013V

14 Family member contacted patrol for a welfare check of a family member. Subject located and not in peril. 21-014V

15 Request for patrol to assist with the recovery of a farm animal. This incident was civil in nature. 21-015T

16 Patrol assisted DCSO on a traffic stop/arrest for DWI. Patrol gave the passenger a courtesy ride home. 21-016V

17 Patrol was asked to take fingerprints for a passport. 21-017V

18 Property (cell phone and jacket) found by patrol - owner located and property turned over to him. 21-018V

19 Property (2 bank cards) were located by patrol and turned over to the owner's daughter. 21-019V

20 Patrol came upon a minor injury animal/vehicle auto accident. Medical refused - NYS MV-104 completed. 21-020T

21 Patrol was dispatched to a suspicious male complaint. Area checked with negative results. 21-021V

22
Patrol stopped a vehicle and performed sobriety tests as the driver had open containers of alcohol in the vehicle and exibited signs 

of being impaired. He was arrested for aggravated DWI (at or over over 0.18% bac), DWI, unsafe turn and drinking alcohol in a 

motor vehicle on the highway.

21-022V

23 Patrol responded to a report of a male passed out. Patrol assisted EMS - subject refused transport to hospital. 21-023V

24 Patrol received notification of an alarm going off, possible Main Street. Patrol was unable to locate alarm. 21-024V

25 Subject arrested for criminal mischief after breaking multiple windows and doors with a cane. 21-025T

26 Patrol was dispatched to a minor injury auto accident. The driver did not want EMS - NYS MV-104 filed. 21-026T

27 A subject reported to patrol he was being stalked on Facebook. He requested PD to document the incident. 21-027T

28 Complainant called patrol as he heard gushots and thought hunting season was closed. Area checked negative. 21-028T

29
Traffic stop made and marijuana odor eminated from vehicle. Driver produced the marijuana which was taken by patrol for 

destruction.
21-029V

30 A request was made for a welfare check. The complainant withdrew her request, prior to patrol's response. 21-030T

31

A vehicle driver was interviewed after patrol saw 2 subjects in the vehicle. The driver was given sobriety tests a showing signs of 

impairment and patrol seeing open alcohol in the vehicle. The driver was arraested for DWI, Driving with a bac at or greater than 

0.08% and drinking alcohol in a motor vehicle on a highway. 21-031V

32 Patrol did a property check of the Webutuck School District grounds. 21-032T

33

Suspiciou person complaint registered by complainant (3rd time in month). This time she provided a plate number and the 

suspicious person was located and found to be an employee of a local business. Complainant advised. 21-033V

34 Complainant reported a subject sending him pornography. The subject was asked to cease all communication. 21-034T

35 Patrol responded to a physical domestic incident in progress. No law violations - DIR filed. 21-035T

36 FOIL request processed by patrol for an auto accident. 21-036V
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37 FOIL request processed by patrol for an auto accident. 21-037V

38 Patrol assisted DCSO locating/finding a subject who committed a larceny in Amenia, but lives in Millerton. 21-038T

39 Subject stopped by patrol on a traffic stop and found to have a suspended and unregistered registration. 21-039V

40 Disabled vehicle assisted by patrol. Patrol assisted with changing a flat tire. 21-040V

41 Complainant reported damage to a mirror (scratch) from a truck. Patrol completed a form for the drivers. 21-041V

Village of Millerton Calls (2020) 26

Village of Millerton Arrests (2020) 4

Town of North East Calls(2020) 15

Town of North East Arrests(2020) 2

Village of Millerton Calls (2019) 20

Village of Millerton Arrests (2019) 0

Town of North East Calls(2019) 7

Town of North East Arrests(2019) 1


